Neurobiological effects of microwave exposure: a review focused on morphological findings in experimental animals.
The possible risk of electromagnetic radiation (EMR) for nervous system is regularly published from the middle of 20th century. Numbers of neurobiological studies demonstrate that various EMR frequencies induce changes in nervous tissue of experimental animals but the evidence for health effect of EMR to the nervous system remains uncertain. To solve the fundamental questions about possible health hazard of modern technologies, the main producers of EMR, further intensive experimental studies on animals are needed. This review, focused on morphological findings achieved in various experimental animals, demonstrates that blood-brain barrier is the most studied morpho-functional unit of CNS in experiments with EMR. The morphological findings in experimental animals, in many cases controversial, put some evidence on nervous tissue structural damage after the EMR exposure. In spite of numerous literary data a wide range of contemporary neuro-morphological methods waits to be utilized in the EMR experimental paradigm. Using these methods could play an important role in answering the question about possible adverse effects of microwaves on nervous system.